NOTICE OF MEETING
Meeting:

Cabinet

Date and Time:

Thursday, 3 September 2015 at 7pm

Place:

Council Chamber, Civic Offices, Fleet

Telephone Enquiries to:

01252 774141 (Mrs G Chapman)
gill.chapman@hart.gov.uk

Members:

Burchfield, Crampton, Crookes, Forster,
Gorys, Kennett, Morris, Parker (Chairman)

Joint Chief Executive

CIVIC OFFICES, HARLINGTON WAY
FLEET, HAMPSHIRE GU51 4AE

AGENDA
COPIES OF THIS AGENDA ARE AVAILABLE IN LARGE PRINT
AND BRAILLE ON REQUEST
1

MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING
The Minutes of the meeting of 6 August 2015 are attached to be confirmed and
signed as a correct record. Paper A

2

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

3

CHAIRMAN’S ANNOUNCEMENTS

4

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
To declare disclosable pecuniary or any other interests.
1

5

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION (ITEMS PERTAINING TO THE AGENDA)

6

LOCAL PLAN STEERING GROUP
To note the minutes of the Local Plan Steering Group meeting held on 28 July 2015.
Paper B

8

2015-16 BUDGET MONITORING – TO END OF JULY
To advise Members of the position on revenue and capital as at the end of July.
Overview and Scrutiny Committee will consider this report at their meeting on
15 September as the August meeting was cancelled. Paper C
RECOMMENDATION

9

1

To comment on the revised projections and reasons for the main variations
shown in Appendix A and Paragraph 4 below.

2

To comment on the current spending position on the Capital Programme
shown on the Appendix B.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
To present an Action Plan for Economic Development which will become the
economic development priorities for the Council over the next three years.
Paper D
RECOMMENDATION
To endorse the Action Plan attached as Appendix 1 so that it become the economic
development priorities for the Council over the next three years (2015-2018).

11

APPROACH TO ENCOURAGE BROWNFIELD DEVELOPMENT IN
ADVANCE OF THE ADOPTION OF A NEW HART DISTRICT LOCAL
PLAN
To consider an approach for encouraging Brownfield Development in advance of the
adoption of a new Hart District Local Plan. Paper E
RECOMMENDATION to Council
Cabinet recommend to Council that:
A.

The Portfolio Holder for Planning be delegated authority, in consultation with
respective local Ward Councillors, to identify suitable “zones of residential
opportunity areas” on sites or areas where B1office uses are experiencing
high levels of, or long term, vacancy rates. This includes land where planning
permission has been granted for commercial development but where the
market shows little appetite to bring such development forward.

2

12

B.

Once identified as “zones of residential opportunity” planning applications for
residential use/redevelopment should be seen as being compliance with Policy
URB7 by virtue of the enhancement of residential availability.

C.

The application of Policy RUR5 be suspended pending review through the
emerging Hart Local Plan process because in its current form it is in conflict
with the NPPF. For the purpose of the determination of any subsequent
planning application by the Planning Committee any application determined
not in accordance with Policy RUR5 should not be considered as being
contrary to the development plan.

D.

The Planning Application Checklist – local requirements be amended for office
to residential conversion to reduce the administrative burden on applicants to
submit supporting information to accompany any planning application and that
the main material considerations in assessing the merits of such applications
should concentrate on issues such as flooding, land contamination, and
transport.

E.

Where only conversion to residential use is proposed the Council should take
a flexible approach to the issue of developer contributions. Within the SPA
5km zone of influence SANG mitigation and SAMM is however obligatory.
Affordable housing should not be required where it has been demonstrated
by independent assessment that it would make such conversions unviable.

F.

Where redevelopment is proposed full planning application details will be
required. Applicants will also need to demonstrate that adequate
infrastructure (transport, leisure/open space, community, education) is in
place to meet the needs of the development but that development viability
remains a material consideration. SANG mitigation and SAMM will however
remain obligatory within the SPA 5km zone of influence. Affordable housing
should be required unless it has been demonstrated by independent
assessment that it would make such developments unviable.

CABINET WORK PROGRAMME
The Cabinet Work Programme is attached for consideration and amendment.
Paper F

Date of Despatch: 25 August 2015
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CABINET
Date and Time:

Thursday, 6 August 2015 at 7pm

Place:

Council Chamber, Civic Offices, Fleet

Present:
COUNCILLORS
Burchfield, Crookes, Forster, Gorys, Kennett, Morris, Parker (Chairman)
In attendance: Axam, Collett, Oliver and Radley JE
Officers:
Patricia Hughes
Daryl Phillips
Tony Higgins
John Elson
24

Joint Chief Executive
Joint Chief Executive
Head of Finance
Head of Environment and Technical Services

MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING
The Minutes of the meeting of 9 July 2015 were confirmed and signed as a correct
record.

25

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
Apologies had been received from Councillor Crampton.

26

CHAIRMAN’S ANNOUNCEMENTS
None.

27

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
None declared.

28

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION (ITEMS PERTAINING TO THE AGENDA)
None.

29

2014/15 OUTTURN POSITION
Members considered details of the final position on the Council’s accounts for
2014/15.

CAB.9

RESOLVED

30

1

That the 2014/15 outturn position for the General Fund Revenue account be
agreed.

2

That the 2014/15 outturn position for Capital expenditure be agreed.

3

That the carry forward of the unspent revenue budgets be agreed.

4

That a specific reserve of £200k be agreed to cover additional Development
Control costs. Overview & Scrutiny agreed with this proposal at their
meeting.

TREASURY MANAGEMENT OUTTURN 2014/15
The Council’s Treasury Management activities during the 2014/15 financial year was
presented for consideration.
RESOLVED
That the Treasury Management activities during the financial year ended 31 March
2015 be noted.

31

NEIGHBOURHOOD PLANS - AREA DESIGNATION - DOGMERSFIELD
Members considered the recommendation that Dogmersfield Parish be designated as
a Neighbourhood Planning Area.
RESOLVED
That Dogmersfield Parish Council be designated as a Neighbourhood Area for the
whole of the civil parish of Dogmersfield in accordance with the Neighbourhood
Planning (General) Regulations 2012.

32

CROSSWAYS MANOR CAR PARK AND THE PUBLIC
CONVENIENCES AT, READING ROAD, HOOK
Members were asked to consider whether to proceed with the sale of part of
Crossways Manor car park and the public conveniences at Reading Road, Hook.
RESOLVED
That the marketing of Crossways Manor Car Park, Reading Road, Hook is not
continued.
That the Council will actively market the toilet block in the same location

33

CABINET WORK PROGRAMME
The Cabinet Work Programme was considered and amended.
CAB.10

34

EXCLUSION OF THE PUBLIC
It was agreed that, in accordance with Section 100A(4) of the Local Government Act
1972, the public be excluded during the discussion of the matters referred to in the
item below, on the grounds that they involved the likely disclosure of exempt
information, as defined in Paragraph 3, Information relating to the financial or
business affairs of any particular person (including the authority holding the
information), of Part 1 of Schedule 1A of the Act, and the public interest in
maintaining the exemption outweighed the public interest in disclosing the
information.

35

THE SWAN INN: COMPULSORY PURCHASE
The Council had resolved to acquire the Swan Inn by any appropriate means,
including through compulsory purchase. The report provided valuation advice as to
compensation likely to be payable in the event of a compulsory purchase.
NB Appendices 1and 2 of this report were Confidential
RESOLVED
That Cabinet continue with the pursuit of the compulsory acquisition of the Swan Inn
and agreed that:
1

£50,000 be made available from reserves to procure legal and consultancy
advice

2

A specialist trade valuer is engaged to support any contentions in respect of
the future trading potential of the property

3

Further detailed cost assessments of conversion to residential be
commissioned.

The meeting closed at 8.25pm
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LOCAL PLAN STEERING GROUP
DRAFT MINUTES
Date: 28 July 2015
Time: 7pm
Venue: Council Chamber

Councillors present:
Cllrs Parker (Chair), Crookes, Gorys, Clarke, Ambler, Axam, Oliver, Cockarill,
Renshaw, Crampton, Leeson, Kinnell, Makepeace-Brown
Officers: D Phillips, D Hawes, R Bryant

1.

Apologies for absence

1.1

Cllr Neighbour

2.

Minutes of the last meeting (23 June 2015)

2.1

The minutes were agreed without changes. It was agreed that the Local Plan
project plan would be discussed at a subsequent meeting.

3.

‘Fixing the Foundations’: Planning policy implications

3.2

The following key messages relevant to ‘planning’ were discussed:
i.

The Government deadline to produce a local plan in ‘early 2017’.
However it is not clear what stage needs to be reached for a plan to
qualify as having been ‘produced’.

ii.

The role of ‘early reviews’ of local plans which can in certain
circumstances be helpful in getting a local plan through. This could be
helpful to Hart in the context of planning to meet housing needs across
the housing market area. Indeed it supports the response that Hart
made to Rushmoor’s consultation draft local plan whereby Hart made
reference to reviewing both the Rushmoor and Hart plans to address
unmet housing need anticipated towards the end of the plan period.

iii.

The message to Planning Inspectors to give more support to local
authorities on their plan earlier in the process, prior to the full
examination. Again this was welcomed by the group.

iv.

A brownfield land ‘revolution’ whereby sites identified on a local register
of brownfield land will have permitted development rights for housing.
Whilst this is in some ways helpful, in Hart this may not have a significant
1
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impact because re-use of brownfield sites for housing is generally
supported anyway. Also, it is often for viability reasons that sites do not
come forward for housing. There are also concerns over poor design if
full planning applications are not needed.
4.

Planning policy approach to residential development in the
Countryside

4.1

The discussion sought to clarify the current policy position for determining
residential development proposals in the countryside, particularly in the light
of the Owen’s Farm/Hop Garden Appeal decision. That decision confirmed
that the presence of a five year housing land supply means that local plan
policies related to housing supply can be deemed ‘up to date’.

4.2

However, material considerations, which include the NPPF must also be
taken into account and it was noted that the inspector weighed up the
impacts against the benefits in reaching his conclusions. This is the approach
that is needed elsewhere. It is quite possible that in some circumstances, the
benefits of delivering additional will outweigh the impacts, notwithstanding
the presence of a five year housing land supply.

5.

Neighbourhood plans: conformity with the Local Plan

5.1

A number of Neighbourhood Plans are emerging in Hart, ahead of the new
local plan. The discussion centred on the need for Neighbourhood Plans to
be in conformity with the Local Plan. This can raise difficult issues, for
example if a Neighbourhood Plan is allocating sites that are contrary to
certain saved local plan policies such as strategic or local gaps that apply to
limited areas of the district.

6.

AOB: None
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CABINET
DATE OF MEETING:

3 SEPTEMBER 2015

TITLE OF REPORT:

2015-16 BUDGET MONITORING – TO END OF JULY

Report of:

Head of Finance

Cabinet Member:

Councillor Ken Crookes, Economic Development and
Corporate Finance

1

PURPOSE OF REPORT

1.1

To advise Members of the position on revenue and capital as at the end of July.
Overview and Scrutiny Committee will consider this report at their meeting on
15 September as the August meeting was cancelled.

2

OFFICER RECOMMENDATION

2.1

To comment on the revised projections and reasons for the main variations shown in
Appendix A and Paragraph 4 below.

2.2

To comment on the current spending position on the Capital Programme shown on
the Appendix B.

3

BACKGROUND

3.1

This report covers the period from 1 April 2015 to 31 July 2015.

3.2

It is important that regular monitoring of budgets is undertaken to ensure financial
targets being set by the Council are being met and to make any necessary changes to
approved budgets.

4

REVENUE BUDGET MONITORING

4.1

The revenue budget for 2015/16 was approved allowing for a contribution to
reserves of £125k. Based on the figures currently available it is projected the
contribution to reserves would be £184k.

4.2

Details of all variances are shown in the attached appendices and the main areas of
significant note are:
Planning
Additional legal and consultancy costs are being incurred on Development Control
because of the number of applications and appeals. Cabinet agreed at its meeting on
6 August to set up a reserve of £200k to deal with these extra costs to be financed
from the additional revenue underspend in 2014/15.

1
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Waste Contract
Underspends on the Waste contract are anticipated due to:
• Incorrect inclusion by Finance of budget for Springwell Lane Depot (63k)
• Lower contract inflation than assumed in the budget
• Slightly lower refuse collection volumes than anticipated in budget
Business Rates
Business rates are now partially retained by the Council as part of the Government’s
finance settlement. If business rates payable are more than the Government
assumes, then a percentage of any growth can be retained by the Council.
As in 2013/14 and 2014/15, significant growth (if any) is not anticipated in the current
year.
5

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE MONITORING

5.1

The Capital budget approved in February plus slippage and in year additions is
£26.679m and is attached as Appendix B. Only £982k had been spent as at the end
of period 4, although it is anticipated that the full budget will be used by the end of
the year. This pattern of expenditure is not untypical for capital projects. The new
capital budget to build a new leisure centre was agreed by Council on 30 July.

6

MANAGEMENT OF RISK

6.1

Regular monitoring of budgets is undertaken by spending officers and reports
provided to Management Team. This allows for early corrective action to maintain
overall expenditure within budget.

7

BUDGET PREPARATION 2016/17

7.1

In order to ensure that the Council budgets reflect needs as closely as possible, a
“zero based” budgeting exercise was undertaken for the current year’s budget. This
process will continue for 2016/17 as the Council works towards making its budget as
lean as possible. Members will be aware that the Chancellor has indicated he wants
to save a further £20bn from the public sector budgets. When details of his
Comprehensive Spending Review is announced later in the year, a revised Medium
Term Financial Outlook will be prepared for the October and November cycle of
meetings.

8

CONCLUSIONS

8.1

The budget remains on course to achieve the Council’s financial objectives in
2015/16.

Contact Details: Tony Higgins, email: Tony.Higgins@Hart.gov.uk
2
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Appendix A

REVENUE BUDGET OUTTURN 2015 / 2016 PERIOD 4 JULY
Controlable
Current
Budget

Year to Date
Controlable
Actuals

Controlable
Full Year
Forecast
Outturn

Projected
Year End
Variance

235,050
235,050

54,400
54,400

235,050
235,050

0
0

CORPORATE SERVICES
Civic Function & Chairman
Corporate - Apprentices
Corporate Communication
Leadership Team
Corporate Performance Team
External Audit
Non Distributed Costs
Climate Change
Business Support Unit
Hart Development

20,300
59,050
120,230
499,520
56,500
93,400
165,000
13,300
398,329
78,200

11,824
7,686
18,576
217,400
19,920
900
0
-725
155,411
28,988

20,300
56,392
121,014
502,225
58,282
93,400
165,000
13,300
424,000
89,942

0
-2,658
784
2,705
1,782
0
0
0
25,671
11,742

Customer Services Contract

285,820

51,679

309,524

23,704

IT Contract
HR Contract
Internal Audit

413,400
105,120
93,170

61,550
17,127
18,017

413,400
105,120
84,941

0
0
-8,229

Legal Services
Customer Services Client
IT Client
HR Client
Print Room & Photocopying
Local Land Charges

226,960
38,400
318,871
68,810
39,750
-73,360

-2,433
16,430
173,749
11,452
19,017
-33,794

228,837
45,592
318,871
65,663
39,250
-67,742

1,877
7,192
0
-3,147
-500
5,618

Planning Policy

451,957

57,175

403,082

-48,875

Admin Bldgs - R & M

369,182

282,425

363,082

-6,100

3,841,909

1,132,375

3,853,475

11,566

0
117,650
166,318
232,975
516,943

-9,126
7,914
73,172
73,947
145,908

0
116,421
163,533
232,975
512,929

0
-1,229
-2,785
0
-4,014

FINANCE
Revs & Bens Contractor Costs

1,206,120

268,455

1,195,450

-10,670

Council Tax / NNDR
Housing/Council Tax Benefits

-318,563
7,228

-112,349
-486,176

-315,877
7,228

2,686
0

Meals On Wheels
Housing Act & Housing Ass. Adv
Bank Charges
Finance Client
Finance Contract

8,000
0
48,500
76,440
470,740
1,498,465

0
0
17,713
24,835
75,526
-211,996

5,000
0
55,000
82,940
460,680
1,490,421

-3,000
0
6,500
6,500
-10,060
-8,044

164,750
106,240
482,004
0
0
752,994

51,457
39,332
119,742
149,277
36,000
395,808

163,903
112,883
480,241
0
0
757,027

-847
6,643
-1,763
0
0
4,033

COMMUNITY SAFETY
Community Safety - Shared Service

DEMOCRATIC SERVICES
Rechargeable Elections
Register Of Electors
Election Expenses
Support To Elected Bodies

HOUSING SERVICES
Private Sector Housing
Strategic Housing Services
Housing Needs Service
Help for Single Homelessness
Domestic Abuse

Commentary

New Post - Business Change Officer
Enterprise MS £7,500, Leader Programme £1,500
Initial set up costs for Basingstoke Contract and staff
Training

Saving staffing v's contract with Basingstoke and
Deane
Increase in postage volumes

Contract worker for 8 weeks to cover a back log.
Photocopying income down due to information
published on the WEB
Slip in Local Plan Consultancy to 2016/17 financial
year
Unbudgeted Pension Contribtuions £3K off set by
inprovement in Gas and Rents income

Inflation less than budget and no charges for single
persons discount work this year
Grants and court costs recovered
Government grants received prior to benefit
payment runs

Increase to Merchant Services standard charge
Treasury Advice
Inflation less than budgeted

Staffing costs higher than budget
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LEISURE & ENV PROMOTION
Land Repossessions
Leisure Centre Maintenance
Leisure Strategy
Fleet Pond
Commons
Odiham Common
Elvetham Heath Nature Reserve
Hart Leisure Centre (Client)
Frogmore LC (Client)

4,480
90,000
106,320
54,570
41,820
36,930
43,610
-190,658
29,388

1,020
7,849
26,467
21,437
12,047
-4,824
11,599
43,775
112,688

4,480
90,000
106,320
56,491
41,739
37,023
46,533
-190,226
30,142

0
0
0
1,921
-81
93
2,923
432
754

Parks/Play Areas Outside Fleet
Edenbrook Country Park

50,580
102,060

0
26,348

50,580
87,657

0
-14,403

QE II Fields
Biodiversity
Landscape & Conservation
Environmental Promotion - Stra
Tree Preservation Orders

25,700
28,100
51,600
139,211
82,670
696,381

4,304
11,056
17,174
2,524
20,020
313,484

24,811
28,100
51,489
142,386
76,192
683,717

-889
0
-111
3,175
-6,478
-12,664

57,120
2,620
0
144,420
212,230

17,199
3,201
0
69,676
52,481

58,815
3,217
0
160,102
201,832

1,695
597
0
15,682
-10,398

7,000
0
25,610
35,180
-20,070
-20,750
443,360

1,930
0
6,110
19,684
-11,105
-26,437
132,738

7,000
0
25,650
34,890
-18,460
-35,880
437,166

0
0
40
-290
1,610
-15,130
-6,194

215,160

-232,732

264,410

49,250

-153,838
105,710
0
167,032

-45,885
4,080
-351
-274,889

-48,926
3,824
0
219,308

104,912
-101,886
0
52,276

TECHNICAL
Emergency Planning
Waste Income

36,160
-705,305

25,257
-435,618

31,583
-766,858

-4,577
-61,553

Hart Drainage
Waste Contract

59,445
1,715,440

14,211
458,272

55,831
1,617,931

-3,614
-97,509

Grounds Mtn Contract

356,920

126,045

364,775

7,855

Street Cleaning
Clinical and Bulky
Basingstoke Waste Contract
Street Furniture
Highways Traffic Management

500,970
-6,340
0
8,100
39,550

166,305
-4,942
-162,035
3,320
29,999

503,193
-6,340
0
8,091
21,653

2,223
0
0
-9
-17,897

Highways Agency - Development
Estates/Asset Management
Off Street Enforcement

-14,200
50,240
-401,710

5,980
6,813
-103,904

10,423
50,300
-470,149

24,623
60
-68,439

On Street Enforcement
CCTV
Flood repairs & Maint work

84,020
165,910
0
1,889,200

35,596
89,504
0
254,802

85,196
162,874
0
1,668,503

1,176
-3,036
0
-220,697

Total Services

10,041,334

1,942,631

9,857,596

-183,738

ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
Dog Warden
Pest Control
Env Health Pollution
Env Health Commercial
Environmental Protection
Churchyards
Env Health Public
Out Of Hours Noise Service
Health & Safety
Licences
Hackney Carriages

PLANNING
Planning Development

Building Control - Fee Earning
Building Control - Non-Fee
Street Naming & Numbering

Various ad hoc variances with the significant
varaince due to Licences £24k Over budget
Underspend on staffing (£4k), Equipment (£4k),
Consultants (£5k) and Publicity Budgets (£2k).

Consultantancy cover for vacant post
Unbudgeted income saving represents actual
received to date £6k

Additional Licence Income

£220k estimated overspend on Consultants and
Legal Fees for Planning Appeals. £30K overspend
on a Temporary Planning consultant. £32k
overspend on new post in Staffing. Pressures
offset by £33k of additional Planning and S106 Fees
Income received to date
Contra Non Fee Earning
Contra Fee Earning

Additional income from garden waste collection .

Underspend on budget for Springwell Lane (£63k)
and contract predictions based on estimated
inflation.
Overaccural on the Basingstoke Contract Saving
from 2014/15

Salary savings and contributions from HCC higher
than budget
Underaccrual of 14/15 Consultants Fees
Various ad hoc pressures, the significant being lover
than expected income for Season Tickets
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Capital Programme Budget Monitoring 2015/16

Service Area

Corporate Services

Scheme

CCTV-Rushmoor
Telephony System
Rural Broadband
Upgrade to IT infrastucture

Private Sector Renewal - Minor Works Grants(Home trust L
Existing Satisfactory Purchase
Housing & Customer
Grant for 13x 4 bed dwellings.
Services
Disabled Facilities Grants

Leisure and
Environmental
promotion

Technical Services

Current
Available
Budget
2015/16

Actual To
Date

Forecast
Expenditure
2015/16

Variance
2015/16

Current
Available
Budget

Actual To
Date

Forecast
Expenditure

Variance

50
53
23
62
188
6
100
50
67
222
11
3
0
26
(3)
0
48
25
341

176
70
23
124
393
60
200
455
500
1,215
44
13
0
40
27
180
90
25
609

0
0
23
66
89
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(30)
0
0
0
0
18
97

176
70
0
58
304
60
200
455
500

Fleet Pond Project-Restoration
Broadoak Common (District) (S106)
Edenbrook Country Park (S106)
Fleet pond Nature Reserve Visitor Strategy (S106)
Odiham Common (S106)
Fleet Area Football (S106)
Leisure Centre SCAPE project appraisal
Strategic Leisure
Leisure Centre Pre Construction Stage

1,215
44
13
30
40
27
180
90
7
512

Hook Football Pitch Drainage Improvements (S106)

29

0

29

0

Countryside Service Vehicles (S106)

50

49

50

0

Cricket Hill Pond (Yateley) (S106)

41

17

41

0

Boiler Replacements - Frogmoor LC

41

0

44

3

Odiham Signs

5

0

5

0

Hook Meadow

6

0

6

0

S106 Leisure Parish Funded Projects

75

42

75

0

Frogmore leisure

1,500

0

1,500

0

Leisure Centre Construction
Leisure Centre Consultants & Fees
Fernhill Road, Pedestrian Facilities (S106)
Church Road (Victoria Road) Car Park - Pay on Foot
Parking Enforcement Vehicles
S106 NEHTS parish

21,550
603
24,843
70
247
0
0

0
0
560
0
0
13
0

21,550
603
24,931
70
247
13
200

0
0
88
0
0
13
200

TOTAL CAPITAL PROGRAMME

317
26,679

13
982

530
27,069

213
390
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CABINET
DATE OF MEETING:

3 SEPTEMBER 2015

TITLE OF REPORT:

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY FOR
HART

Report of:

Joint Chief Executives

Cabinet member:

Ken Crookes, Economic Development

1

PURPOSE OF REPORT

1.1

To present an Action Plan for Economic Development which will become the
economic development priorities for the Council over the next three years.

2

OFFICER RECOMMENDATION

2.1

To endorse the Action Plan attached as Appendix 1 so that it can become the
economic development priorities for the Council over the next three years (20152018).

3

BACKGROUND

3.1

The Government’s agenda is focused on economic growth. This will continue for the
next few years. Following the Enterprise M3 Local Enterprise Partnership EU funding
and growth fund allocations, there is a very real prospect of investment in a much
wider economic agenda. The Government has also signalled a renewed commitment
to localism including business rate retention. It is therefore, time for Hart to make a
definitive statement of its economic priorities. In this regard an Economic Strategy
for Hart (EDS) has been prepared and a copy has been published on the Council’s
web page.

3.2

The economy is one of the Council’s Corporate Plan priorities. The baseline analysis
in EDS shows that the District’s performance is strong but that growth has slowed in
a number of areas including economic activity and employment. Growth comes
either from more employment, or higher productivity. There is very low
unemployment within Hart which shows that the area is successful. The Council
however, needs to actively support the need to increase productivity because
productivity increases household incomes and make residents more self sufficient and
so makes the District even stronger. The Council cannot afford to be relaxed about
the performance of the local economy if Hart is to maintain its impressive economic
position.

3.3

The evidence is that there is considerable untapped potential within Hart’s many
vibrant micro and rural businesses and high technology companies. Hart has several
global head offices and regional HQ functions, with noticeable concentrations of
employment in digital technology and professional service sectors that are
strategically important at the Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) level.
1
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4

CONSIDERATIONS

4.1

The Council’s strategic economic ambition
Hart is rated as an exceptional place to live and work. We should remain keen to
ensure it stays that way by taking a proactive stance in relation to economic
development and the Council’s relationship with local businesses. The Council
should therefore actively exploits new economic opportunities for businesses,
residents and visitors. The EDS very clearly sets out the ambitions for economic
development. It has been informed by a detailed economic assessment of the
District’s performance and potential and surveys of business requirements across
the District and in rural areas.

4.2

Who is this Economic Strategy for and why the timing is important
The strategy is for officers, politicians, businesses and the District’s partners.
Delivery of the strategic objectives will ensure that the Council plays an enabling
role within the local economy and actively collaborate with partners in the
Blackwater Valley and the Enterprise M3 Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) area.
Given that local government has new flexibilities in economic development and that
the activities of Enterprise M3 are gathering momentum, this strategy comes at a
very important time for the Council. It will also complement the potential
Hampshire Combined Authority approach.

4.3

Hart’s economic trends, performance and trajectory
The EDS takes a detailed look at the local economy, its performance and prospects.
It focuses on exactly what makes the District such a competitive local economy and
dynamic location for business. The District has:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transport connections which allow local businesses to operate successfully in
local, national and international markets.
A very high GVA per head (over £52,000) partly as a consequence of a highly
qualified workforce; 48% of the population has an NVQ level four equivalent
qualification or above.
Demographic trends that will result in a squeeze in the size of the labour market,
forcing employers to recruit more from outside the district.
A dynamic small business base.
Some very strongly performing niches in digital technologies.
Businesses that are generally optimistic about their future prospects (although
some rural businesses face growth challenges).

The analysis highlights however, that in some areas, such as economic activity, Hart’s
performance compared with its peers has been dipping slightly. So a complacent
approach on economic matters is not an option. The infographic attached as
Appendix 2 illustrates some headline economic statistics and highlights from recent
local business surveys.
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4.4

Exploiting Hart’s economic competitiveness
As part of the preparation of the EDS a detailed SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities and Threats) analysis was undertaken. The SWOT was informed by
the baseline evidence and observations from consultees and businesses.
It shows that Hart is well known for its exceptional quality of life and some
businesses confirm that they located here for that reason. Doing business is made
easier by excellent air, road and rail connections and there are some very attractive
village high streets. The District performs well on key measures of enterprise, and
local businesses report strong local business networks. The District’s growth
sectors fit well with Enterprise M3’s priorities. Since Hart has very low levels of
deprivation and a highly skilled and qualified workforce, it offers a genuinely
attractive business location. This is not to say however, that all Hart residents are
highly skilled and without need of further support. For some sectors of Hart’s
population low incomes are an issue and so is affordability.
Despite its formidable performance in UK terms the evidence shows that the
District has witnessed a dip in employment and economic activity, while the level of
self-employment has the potential to be higher. The Council must recognise that it
needs to be more aware of local business growth aspirations and to better exploit
available business support measures. Without action to make appropriate sites and
premises available, there is a danger the gulf between the two tiers of the office
market will widen and retail expenditure will continue to leak out of the District.
As a small District the Council must pick its opportunities carefully. There is scope
to enhance Hart’s sites and premises and continue to invest in the growth of new
and existing businesses, building on the rising confidence identified in recent business
surveys. Working more proactively with strategic employers and helping local firms
exploit Hart’s proximity to global markets are key opportunities for the District.
The Council and its partners could also promote its ‘destinations’ more actively
through events and activities.

5

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

5.1

The Council's economic development function is supported through Basingstoke &
Deane Borough Council (BDBC). Discussions will therefore now take place with
BDBC to link resources and skills to each of the proposed actions as set out in
Appendix 1. For the time being the immediate focus will be on delivering those
actions which can be brought forward using existing budgetry allocations. Where
further funding is required this will be managed through the Council’s annual budget
setting exercise.

6

ACTION

6.1

The immediate need is to focus resources and activity of engaging with and meeting
the needs of business across the whole of the District. The focus should be on
supporting the strategic business base which in the long terms will form the basis of a
vibrant community particularly if one is to counter the implication of a quickly ageing
population. This includes supporting appropriate development within rural areas
3
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when the are a number of very successful business enterprise establishments. Grove
Farm, Hurst Farm, Eversley Storage, and Lodge Farm are all good examples.
6.2

The District Council’s focus should be on strategic matters that include urban
regeneration. The future of the Hart Centre and the refurbishment/environmental
enhancement of the Hook and Blackwater shopping parades are good examples of
strategic regeneration opportunities where the Council must direct its resources.

6.3

Responsibilities for town centre management and retail activity issues, including the
creation of Business Improvement Districts, are not therefore, the focus of the
strategy. They are particularly local matters where local communities, working
through their respective parish or town councils, are best placed to determine and
deliver what is best for their local area. Organisations such as FleetFutures and
InOdiham are now self sufficient with good relations with their respective
communities, retailers, and town/parish councils. They both represent the models
that work effectively for their local areas.

6.4

This Council should nevertheless keep in mind the desire to give logical support to
promote local events and activities to attract visitors (the Fleet Food Festival, Fleet
Christmas Market, Odiham Blues and Booze or local markets, social media etc) and
the Council should continue to support and promote national business initiatives
such as Support Independents Day, National Markets Week, Small Business Saturday
etc.

7

CONCLUSIONS

7.1

The EDS represents a new chapter for Hart. It is an important and informative piece
of work.

7.2

Through implementing the EDS the Council will build on and develop the Hart for
Business approach helping companies start up, grow or move into the District. This
new and more ambitious agenda will ensure that despite its relatively small size, Hart
will remain a highly competitive and dynamic economy at the UK level. The Council
will now be able to play a much more active and influential role in enabling local
growth.

7.3

All these factors demonstrate why it makes sense for the Council to be more explicit
about its economic priorities. This will be balanced against what is practically
achievable within a small District and the Council will work proactively with partners
to realise its economic goals.

Contact Details: Daryl Phillips/4492/daryl.phillips@hart.gov.uk
APPENDICES
Appendix 1: Action Plan
Appendix 2: Hart Economic Profile
BACKGROUND PAPERS
Economic Development Strategy for Hart August 2015
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APPENDIX ONE: ACTION PLAN
INTRODUCTION
The following actions which were described briefly in the previous chapter have been designed to be relatively achievable and practicable and
link into existing activity and infrastructure. The Strategy actions cover the period up to 2017. Progress against the action plan will be monitored
annually and the action plan and strategy will be updated and reviewed in 2017.
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE ONE: DYNAMIC BUSINESS BASE
Aim
Description/aim(s)

Aim 1: Hart’s digital technology priority sectors
• Strategic business engagement with Hart’s top 20 influential technology companies.
• Linking into the Sci:Tech growth agenda and Business South Champion Programme to promote business led
economic growth.
Partners & council • Economic development officer to identify 20 strategic technology focused businesses using appropriate criteria
role and next steps
to assess strategic importance.
• Partners: To work with the ICT and financial and business services team at Hampshire County Council to agree
targets and lead local authority contacts (to be shared between Hampshire and Hart). Targets could include:
Sonardyne, RAF Odiham, Gibraltar Barracks, Serco, Virgin Media and Surface Technology International.
• To agree a client management approach and service offer (property, skills, networks, trade, innovation, finance,
statutory services, aftercare).
• To conduct initial visits with targets and track their progress.
• To support their growth aspirations brokering a range of solutions that will either remove barriers to growth
or increase growth generating activities, e.g. through Enterprise M3 / Sci:Tech, Hampshire County Council, the
Growth Hub, Business South and other appropriate support.
• Full strategic business engagement programme and client management plan in place with 20 firms and ten
ambassadors recruited.
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Potential economic •
impact / outputs
•
•
Costs
Timing

20 firms identified and visited.
Growth aspirations supported through the above.
Sign up to 10 business champions.

Staff time.
2015-2017

Aim
Description/aim(s)

Aim 2: Hart business growth programme
Including a locally delivered and tailored service for small and micro businesses offering training, networking, a
newsletter and referral. Other measures include the Inspire Business awards and Hart for Business approach aimed
at all businesses 1.
Partners & council • Partners: Deliver Southern Entrepreneurs Programme in co-ordination with the Council’s economic
role and next steps
development officer with active promotion of Southern Entrepreneurs activities and events on the Council
website and newsletter. The Council will provide training venues and undertake monthly catch-up calls.
• Pilot training seminar with Southern Entrepreneurs – step-up to start-up.
• Continuing to celebrate the success of local businesses by supporting the Inspire Business Awards, Hart for
Business, and local business networks/procurement measures. Explore the concept of a skills swap scheme and
make the most of business rate initiatives. Promote Hart for Business approach in social media and local business
networks.
• Continue Council’s membership of Hampshire Chamber of Commerce and make the most of their events and
support.
Potential economic • Southern Entrepreneurs: Four training seminars including pilot step-up to start-up measure, four networking
impact / outputs
events, one speed networking event and attendance by Hart Businesses at Southern Entrepreneurs events in
other areas.
• Hart for Businesses: 2 Hart for Business events and magazines per year, regular e-bulletins, updating the Council
business website pages for 2015.
Costs
£2,200/staff time to support Inspire
Timing
April 2015 -2016
1

A wide range of information, guidance and support, all designed to help businesses succeed (aimed at those starting up a business, developing a company
or thinking of relocating to Hart).
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Aim
Description/aim(s)

Aim 3: Exploiting rural economic potential
A series of support measures covering: micro and small rural enterprises; rural tourism, culture and heritage; and
farm productivity/diversification. The emphasis will be those priorities identified by Hart businesses in the LEADER
area: enterprise growth and new markets, innovation and diversification.

Partners & council •
role and next steps
•

Partners: Hart EDO and Loddon and Test LEADER Local Action Group.
Promotion of LEADER and EAFRD events/communication material/websites, LDA and EAFRD priorities and
calls to local businesses and the wider rural community to raise awareness and understanding of
LEADER/EAFRD opportunities.
• EDO to identify and support potential applicants to prepare expressions of interest and full applications for the
LEADER programme managers.
Potential economic Securing grants in Hart with grants.
impact / outputs
Costs
Staff time.
Timing
2015-2017
Aim
Description/aim(s)

Aim 4: Hart Growth Hub
• Exploring the potential for Hart to become a local Growth Hub satellite.
• The District will then be able to raise awareness of available business support, for instance from national
providers including MAS, UKTI, Innovate UK and the Growth Accelerator and access to finance providers.
Partners & council • BE group consortium and Hart.
role and next steps
Potential economic • Support for some 25 growth businesses per annum.
impact / outputs
• Better links with Enterprise M3 funding opportunities, the Chambers of Commerce, FSB, IOD as well as trade
associations and FE colleges.
Costs
Staff time and office costs.
Timing
2015 –2017
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE TWO: COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
Aim
Description/aim(s)

Aim 1: A highly skilled and well qualified workforce.
• The Council will explore the introduction of Employment and Skills Plans (ESP) into the local plan for major
developments in the District in order to use development opportunities to improve local employment and
training.
• Individual employer skills and training needs will be met through the Skills for Business element of the Enterprise
M3 Growth Hub which provides collaboration and skills brokerage for businesses.
Partners & council • Partners for Employment Skills Plan: Council’s planning departments and developers.
role and next steps
• Actions will be informed by the Basingstoke ESP.
• Hart will consider an appropriate type and threshold for developments to be covered.
• Appropriate measures and requirements will be considered and the planning process (and sequence of activities)
set out as well as an ESP template for developers.
• Partners for the Growth Hub: Enterprise M3 and BE group consortium.
Potential economic New applications for major developments to have an ESP.
impact / outputs
Referrals to skills growth hub: target 20 employers.
Costs
Staff time.
Timing
2015-2016
Aim
Description/aim(s)

Aim 2: Work and volunteer in Hart
• Develop and facilitate links between Hart Voluntary Action (HVA) and local businesses working together.
• Support unemployed people and provide/support work initiatives/referral links within the District.
Partners & council • Speak to HVA about initial ideas to develop a strategic alliance with the volunteer centre and their brokerage
role and next steps
service.
• Speak to JobcentrePlus about current concerns, initiatives and projects such as work trials, recruitment advice
for small business, the work choice scheme and enterprise clubs.
Potential economic Development of volunteering in businesses using valuable local skills and talent.
impact / outputs
Greater uptake of JobcentrePlus employment support measures through greater collaboration.
Costs
Staff time.
Timing
2015-2017
8
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Aim
Description/aim(s)

Aim 3: Employment transitions for ex-military personnel and families
An employment transitions programme for ex-military personnel and families with Surrey Heath (lead) and
Rushmoor Councils.
Partners & council • Hart, Surrey Heath (lead) and Rushmoor.
role and next steps
• Continue dialogue with a view to developing an employment transitions project.
Potential economic • Support for ex-military personnel and families.
impact / outputs
Costs
TBC / Possible LEP bid.
Timing
2015-2017
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE THREE: DESIRABLE BUSINESS LOCATION
Aim
Description/aim(s)

Aim 1: Space for growth
The District’s local plan and this strategy provide a unique opportunity to offer investors greater clarity about site
and property investment opportunities and take proactive measures to enhance the market attractiveness of Hart’s
commercial offer. The District will work with firms to help them realise their growth plans.
Partners & council • The identification of strategic priority sites for industrial or high quality office investment/development including
role and next steps
strategic sites and expansion of existing sites (especially industrial sites where feasible).
• The development of commercial property search, intelligence and availability functions on the District website
(see for instance Sheffield Enterprise Zone).
• A positive approach to planning that is supportive of company and small business expansion.
• Continue to work closely with local commercial property agents in relation to inward investment and existing
business parks and commercial property. Ensure that those looking for premises are able to see what is available
in terms of serviced office space, rural business units, industrial space and high tech/office space.
• Positively reduce the oversupply of office space by working with landlords/agents/landowners
• Working with new shopping centre owner in Fleet to enhance the retail offer.
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Potential economic Identification of strategic and micro sites through Local Plan.
impact / outputs
Enhanced site and property search and intelligence functions.
Market attractiveness measures.
Costs
Staff time, site development costs.
Timing
2015-2017
Aim
Description/aim(s)

Aim 2: A connected place.
• Continue to support Hampshire County Council in its project to improve digital connectivity (broadband) for
businesses throughout the District, with a focus on enhancing the competitiveness of rural businesses.
• Work with HCC and Virgin Media (the Digital for Good manager) on piloting their national initiatives locally,
including Virgin Media Pioneers (to support young entrepreneurs – see
http://www.virginmediapioneers.com/); Digital Discovery (to encourage digital innovation, e.g. to assist
disabled individuals); and Digital Skills (for SMEs).
• The Council will lobby for strategic transport investment in the rail and road network.
Partners & council • Broadband: Hart, Hampshire County Council, Virgin Media,.
role
• Transport: Hart, Hampshire County Council, private operators and companies.
Potential economic Increased uptake and exploitation of ICT by SMEs
impact / outputs
New pilot digital initiatives.
Increased use of public transport and better quality services.
Costs
Broadband costs to be determined.
Timing
2015-2017
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Aim
Description/aim(s)

Aim 3: A vibrant and creative place
• Support local communities, working through their respective parish or town councils, to promote local events
and activities to attract visitors (the Fleet Food Festival, Odiham Blues and Booze or local markets, social media
etc) and supporting and promoting national business initiatives such as Support Independents Day, National
Markets Week, Small Business Saturday etc.
• Enhancement of the natural environment (including the development of visitor attractions through SANGS Alternative Natural Green Space).
Partners & council • Liaise with Fleet Future, InOdiham and the respective parish councils/villages and Hampshire County Council.
role and next steps
• Work with the Council’s licencing service to raise the quality and profile of the Saturday market in Fleet.
Potential economic Increased numbers of visitors.
impact / outputs
Costs
Timing
2015-2017
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CABINET
DATE OF MEETING:

3 SEPTEMBER 2015

TITLE OF REPORT:

APPROACH FOR ENCOURAGING BROWNFIELD
DEVELOPMENT IN ADVANCE OF THE ADOPTION
OF A NEW HART DISTRICT LOCAL PLAN

Report of:

Joint Chief Executives

Cabinet member:

Councillor Stephen Parker, Planning

1.

PURPOSE OF REPORT

1.1.

To consider an approach for encouraging Brownfield Development in advance of the
adoption of a new Hart District Local Plan.

2.

OFFICER RECOMMENDATION to Council

2.1.

Cabinet recommend to Council that:
A.

The Portfolio Holder for Planning be delegated authority, in consultation with
respective local Ward Councillors, to identify suitable “zones of residential
opportunity areas” on sites or areas where B1office uses are experiencing
high levels of, or long term, vacancy rates. This includes land where planning
permission has been granted for commercial development but where the
market shows little appetite to bring such development forward.

B.

Once identified as “zones of residential opportunity” planning applications for
residential use/redevelopment should be seen as being compliance with Policy
URB7 by virtue of the enhancement of residential availability.

C.

The application of Policy RUR5 be suspended pending review through the
emerging Hart Local Plan process because in its current form it is in conflict
with the NPPF. For the purpose of the determination of any subsequent
planning application by the Planning Committee any application determined
not in accordance with Policy RUR5 should not be considered as being
contrary to the development plan.

D.

The Planning Application Checklist – local requirements be amended for office
to residential conversion to reduce the administrative burden on applicants to
submit supporting information to accompany any planning application and that
the main material considerations in assessing the merits of such applications
should concentrate on issues such as flooding, land contamination, and
transport.

E.

Where only conversion to residential use is proposed the Council should take
a flexible approach to the issue of developer contributions. Within the SPA
5km zone of influence SANG mitigation and SAMM is however obligatory.
Affordable housing should not be required where it has been demonstrated
by independent assessment that it would make such conversions unviable.
1
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F.

Where redevelopment is proposed full planning application details will be
required. Applicants will also need to demonstrate that adequate
infrastructure (transport, leisure/open space, community, education) is in
place to meet the needs of the development but that development viability
remains a material consideration. SANG mitigation and SAMM will however
remain obligatory within the SPA 5km zone of influence. Affordable housing
should be required unless it has been demonstrated by independent
assessment that it would make such developments unviable.

3.

BACKGROUND

3.1.

The Government’s July 2015 Productivity Plan, Fixing the Foundations: Creating a
more prosperous nation, contained a number of proposed planning reforms
including:
•
•
•
•

intervention by the Secretary of State over the production of local plans
where local authorities are judged to be too slow;
a zonal system for brownfield land creating automatic permission for housing;
a tighter planning performance regime designed to encourage faster planning
application processing times; and
new legislation to allow major infrastructure projects with “an element” of
housing to be considered as part of the Planning Act 2008 development
consent regime

3.2.

There is no indication of exactly how the “zonal” system for brownfield land will
work but the suggestion is that the granting of "automatic permission in principle"
would be "subject to the approval of a limited number of technical details". In practice
this is likely to take the approach of local authorities preparing a register of available
brownfield land and then using Local Development Orders (LDO’s) to automatically
grant planning permission for residential development. The concept was outlined in a
Coalition Government Consolation in January 2015.

3.3.

LDOs are made by local planning authorities and give a grant of planning permission
to specific types of development within a defined area. They streamline the planning
process by removing the need for developers to make a planning application to a
local planning authority.

3.4.

LDOs do not remove or supersede any local authority planning permission (or
permission granted on appeal) or permitted development rights which are already in
place. Equally, they do not prevent a planning application being submitted for
development which is not specified in the Order.

3.5.

LDOs only grant planning permission, and do not remove the need to comply with
other relevant legislation and regulations.

3.6.

The Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 however, means that an
LDO cannot grant planning permission for development which is likely to have a
significant effect on a European Site or European Offshore Marine Site (either alone
or in combination with other plans and projects), and is not directly connected with
or necessary to the management of the site). This therefore, makes both the
2
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Brownfield Land Register approach using LDOs and any other “automatic planning
permission approval” approach only of academic interest to much of the area
covered by Hart District. This is because the use of LDOs and any other potential
form of “automatic grant of planning permission” is effectively precluded within the
Special Protection Area 5km zone of influence 1. The land beyond the SPA zone of
influence lies in the south west of the District in an area which is essentially rural in
character with little meaningful brownfield land development potential.
3.7.

Nevertheless, there are clearly opportunities to maximise the development of
brownfield land across the whole district. The approach to be developed in the
emerging Local Plan was highlighted in a paper considered by Local Plan Steering
Group in May 2015 (attached as Appendix 1). It is however, important to recognise
that following a “brownfield land first” approach should not be confused with the
term “sustainability” and neither does it link growth with the availability of
infrastructure. Effective use of available land (irrespective of whether it is brown or
green field) should always be a planning objective but simply because land may
previously have been developed does not mean that it must inevitably be
redeveloped at an arbitrary high density. Development decisions should be given by
reference to context, location, and access to services/infrastructure. It should seek
to deliver a sense of place in a pleasing environment appropriate to its context rather
than a numerical calculation based upon numbers alone.

4.

CONSIDERATIONS

4.1.

The Council has actively and positively embraced the Government’s temporary
measures introduced in May 2013 to allow the conversion of offices to residential.
Over 360 units now have approval but few have been delivered on the ground.
Partly, this is due to uncertainty created by the Government itself in terms of the
ending of the temporary measures in May 2016. The legislation requires the
residential use to be begun on or prior to 30 May 2016 but the Government‘s
National Planning Practice Guidance considers that the development must be
‘completed’ prior to that date. In effect therefore, for the majority of the approvals
issued there is no time for them to be implemented and completed in time.

4.2.

In summary, the office to residential ‘permitted development rights’ was introduced
to deliver housing and the initial uptake has exceeded expectations (although delivery
rates remain to be seen). As a tool for housing delivery it has potential, but it has hit
a road block and the current level of uncertainty is increasingly likely to stall
development.

5.

THE WAY FORWARD

5.1.

Pending the adoption of the new Local Plan the Council should seek to continue to
positively encourage development on suitable brownfield land sites and the
conversion/redevelopment of offices to residential in particular.

Planning Policy Approach
1

An LDO would have to make its own standalone SANG mitigation solution which could not be delivered off
site through the use of planning conditions and may not in any event satisfy the Habitats Regulations. The CIL
regulations effectively would rule of the use of S106 Planning Obligations and a S106 could not in any event be
required under a LDO.
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5.2.

'Brownfield' (previously developed) land is defined in Annex 2 of the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) as:
“Land which is or was occupied by a permanent structure, including the curtilage of the
developed land (although it should not be assumed that the whole of the curtilage should be
developed) and any associated fixed surface infrastructure. This excludes:
•
land that is or has been occupied by agricultural or forestry buildings;
•
land that has been developed for minerals extraction or waste disposal by landfill
purposes where provision for restoration has been made through development
control procedures;
•
land in built-up areas such as private residential gardens, parks, recreation grounds
and allotments; and
•
land that was previously-developed, but where the remains of the permanent
structure have blended into the landscape in the process of time.”

5.3.

This is a very broad definition and (apart from the exclusions) covers all land in Hart
where there are or have been buildings or other development. Much of this land is
already in productive use and would not be suitable for new housing but there are
nevertheless clearly many residential development opportunities. However, planning
policy impediments to their release are the following current Hart District Local Plan
Policies:
URB 7
DEVELOPMENT WHICH WOULD RESULT IN THE LOSS OF AN
EXISTING EMPLOYMENT SITE LAWFULLY USED (OR ENJOYING
LAWFUL USE RIGHTS) FOR B1 (BUSINESS) OR B2 (INDUSTRY) WILL
ONLY BE PERMITTED IF THE PRESENT USE HARMS THE
CHARACTER OR AMENITIES OF ITS SURROUNDINGS, THE SITE IS
NOT CAPABLE OF CONTINUING SATISFACTORILY IN AN
EMPLOYMENT USE OR THERE WOULD BE SUBSTANTIAL BENEFITS
TO THE LOCALITY”.
RUR 5
PROPOSALS FOR THE REUSE OF RURAL BUILDINGS FOR
RESIDENTIAL PURPOSES WILL NOT BE PERMITTED UNLESS THE
LOCAL PLANNING AUTHORITY IS SATISFIED THAT A PROPOSAL
FOR RESIDENTIAL USE WOULD BE LESS HARMFUL THAN A
COMMERCIAL USE TO THE CHARACTER OF THE BUILDING OR
THE SURROUNDING COUNTRYSIDE AND:
a)
b)

5.4.

The applicant has made every attempt to secure suitable business
re-use, and the application is supported by a statement of the
efforts which have been made; or
Residential conversion is part of a scheme for business re-use within
that particular complex of buildings.”

The full effectiveness of these two policies has also to some extent been limited by
the Government’s temporary permitted development rights change from office to
residential and also by the Government’s permanent permitted development rights
4
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approach to allow the conversion of agricultural buildings to other uses 2. Policy
RUR5 in particular has no continuing value – its application should be suspended
immediately and each planning application determined hereafter on its own particular
merits.
5.5.

Policy URB7 has still some effect. Strategic employment sites need to be maintained
and it would be unwise to unilaterally deallocate them at this time. The new Local
Plan should address this. However, where it is doubtful that there is a need to
protect an employment site, the Council should make it clear now that it will
positively consider residential opportunities particularly where those sites comprise
vacant or underused offices such as parts of Ancells Farm, Bartley Wood, and
Guillemont Park for example. This should be extended to include land that has
planning permission for industrial/commercial use, but where the market shows little
appetite to bring forward such uses – such as Hartland Park for example. The
Council should identify “zoned” areas where residential development opportunities
would in principle be acceptable. This would then give a clear message to land
owners and developers that there is a degree of certainty in pursuing a residential
development opportunity on such sites. This can be achieved by the Cabinet Member
for Planning, working in consultation with local Ward Councillors, to identify
brownfield “zones of residential opportunities”. The benefits of such an approach
would be in accordance with Policy URB7 by virtue of the enhancement of residential
availability.
Planning Application Approach

5.6.

Where planning permission is required for the conversion of office buildings to
residential the Council cannot circumvent the proper planning application procedure.
However, it can encourage the submission of planning applications by reviewing the
nature of information that is required to be submitted with a planning application (the
Planning Application Checklist – local requirements) 3. By slimming down the level of
detail required (and by concentrating on issues such as flooding, land contamination,
and transport) the Council could make it easier for applicants to prepare and submit
appropriate planning applications.

5.7.

Where only conversion to residential use is proposed the Council should continue to
take a flexible approach to the issue of developer contributions as the reuse of empty
or underused commercial premises is both a sustainable and desirable form of
development if it results in less pressure for greenfield development. Within the SPA
5km zone of influence SANG mitigation and SAMM is however obligatory. Affordable
housing should not be required where it is demonstrated through independent
verification that it would otherwise makes such conversions unviable.

5.8.

Where redevelopment is proposed full planning application details are still required
(and not slimmed down). Applicants will also still need to demonstrate that adequate
infrastructure (transport, leisure/open space, community, education) is in place to

2

Subject to a number of conditions and restrictions, agricultural buildings and land in their curtilage may convert to a
“flexible use”. Flexible use means any use falling within Class A1 (shops), Class A2 (financial and professional services), Class
A3 (restaurants and cafes), Class B1 (business), Class B8 (storage or distribution), Class C1 (hotels) or Class D2 (assembly
and leisure) of the Schedule to the Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987.
3 This would not apply to sites involving listed buildings, curtilage listed buildings, or development within a conservation
area.
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meet the needs of the development but again, development viability remains a
material consideration. Affordable housing provision should also be sought unless it
is shown to make the development unviable. SANG mitigation and SAMM however,
will remain obligatory within the SPA 5km zone of influence.
6.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

6.1.

Other than Officer time there are no real resource implications for the Council.

7.

ACTION

7.1.

The Council needs to maintain a positive approach so that it encourages brownfield
land development. It must make sure that effective use is made of land and that good
quality development is delivered in a pleasing environment that is well related to
access to services and infrastructure. The viability of development is a key
consideration.

7.2.

Creating zones of “areas of residential opportunity” would be a very positive move
which will sent a clear message to landowners and developers that the principle of
residential use is a realistic option. It is exactly the sort of message that is being
advocated by the Government.

Contact: Daryl Phillips, x4492, daryl.phillips@hart.gov.uk
Appendices
Appendix 1 - Identifying Brownfield Land Suitable for New Housing
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Appendix 1

IDENTIFYING BROWNFIELD LAND SUITABLE FOR NEW HOUSING
It is important that brownfield land is used where it is suitable for housing, and can be viably
developed. In these circumstances, where the Council can show a 5 year land supply it can,
pending the adoption of the Local Plan, follow a "brownfield first" approach.

1.

The Underlying problem

1.1

The headline "brownfield first" approach masks however, some quite fundamental
underlying problems. The approach is advocated as if there was a ‘stock’ of
brownfield land waiting to be brought forward. There is no such stock. It is a flow
where new sites are coming on stream all the time and some brownfield sites will not
come on stream for many years, if at all. It is therefore not a constant or reliable
flow. The 5 year supply however iss framed as a constant flow, and it is the consistent
flow of brownfield sites that matter if one is to reply upon it to meet housing targets.

1.2

Secondly, there is no direct link between the availability of “brownfield land” and the
delivery/funding of infrastructure.

2

The Hart Position

2.1

The supply of brownfield land within Hart has never in itself been a particular issue.
What is at issue is the quantum of availability to meet housing needs – in that respect
the deliverable supply is simply not there.

2.2

The reason why land does not constantly come forward in volume is because the
issue is far more complex that many believe. For example, the NPPF has established a
policy environment, particularly in relation to how and when such land should be
used. Beyond merely encouraging the effective re-use of previously developed land,
national policy no longer holds any quantifiable requirements to meet development
targets on brownfield land and instead promotes a wider agenda of growth to meet
identified housing needs in the most sustainable locations. The overriding emphasis is
now on meeting housing needs in circumstances where the 5 year supply is
paramount.

2.3

Furthermore, simply because a site has previously been developed does not make it
any more sustainable in meeting housing needs than an appropriately sites and
infrastructure supported greenfield development. The reflects the Government
position when it dropped reuse of brownfield land from its published Sustainable
Development Indicators because it believed it is "not a suitable proxy for sustainable
development", drives up land prices, increases residential densities and sparks
development on isolated sites. (Consultation on new Sustainable Development
Indicators, Government response June 2013). The response paper also said targets on
minimum residential development and prioritisation of brownfield land can drive up
land prices and lead to unpopular high-density development, though it offered no
evidence to back either claim.
7
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3

Defining brownfield land suitable for new housing

3.1

'Brownfield' (previously developed) land is defined in Annex 2 of the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) as:
Land which is or was occupied by a permanent structure, including the curtilage of
the developed land (although it should not be assumed that the whole of the curtilage
should be developed) and any associated fixed surface infrastructure. This excludes:
• land that is or has been occupied by agricultural or forestry buildings;
• land that has been developed for minerals extraction or waste disposal by landfill
purposes where provision for restoration has been made through development
control procedures;
• land in built-up areas such as private residential gardens, parks, recreation
grounds and allotments; and
• land that was previously-developed, but where the remains of the permanent
structure have blended into the landscape in the process of time.

3.2

This is a very broad definition and (apart from the exclusions) covers all land in Hart
where there are or have been buildings or other development. Much of this land is
already in productive use and would not be suitable for new housing.

3.3

To address the potential contribution of brownfield land to meeting Local Plan
housing targets the Council should identify land which follows the definition in the
NPPF and also meets the following criteria 4:
Deliverable
• The site must be available for development now or in the near future. This will be
a site not in current use, or a site in use (though not for housing) or underutilised where we have evidence that the owner would be willing to make the
land or buildings available for new housing, provided planning permission can be
obtained.
Free of constraint
• Land that is subject to severe physical, environmental or policy constraints should
not be identified as suitable for housing unless the constraints can realistically be
mitigated while retaining the viability of redevelopment. Contaminated land should
also be excluded if the cost of remediation would be out of proportion to its
potential value, making re-development unviable.
Capable of development
• The site must be in a condition and location that would make it a genuine option
for developers: that is, it must be clear to everyone that there would be interest
from developers in purchasing the site and building housing there in the near
future.
Capable of supporting five or more dwellings

4

Building more homes on brownfield land - consultation proposals – DCLG 2015
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•

This criterion is intended to provide a proportionate threshold and is in line with
the Government’s advice in Planning Practice Guidance to local planning
authorities when conducting their Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessments. However the Council should as a policy objective still aim to get
permissions in place on smaller sites whenever possible because of their valuable
contribution to meeting overall housing supply.

3.4

Secondly, it is important to put everything into context. It is not an abstract
standalone debate. No debate about land potential can take place without a
corresponding debate about the availability of suitable infrastructure to meet the
needs arising from development of that land. That goes to the heart of sustainability,
viability, and deliverability. A policy approach that ignores the practical realities of
development is in itself unsound. If suitable infrastructure is already in existence then
new development may be acceptable but if there is or will be an infrastructure deficit
that cannot be made up to meet the needs arising from development then any policy
approach is academic. The overriding point being that a "brownfield first" approach is
not in itself a panacea for meeting all housing needs.

4

The Obstacles

4.1

Much brownfield land suitable for new housing will be easily identifiable and clearly fall
within the suggested definition. Most of this land is located within the urban area.
However, the question remains, if this land is available and is suitable for housing and
why has it not been developed?
The Planning Position

4.2

There are a number of vacant business premises within the District and in particular at
Ancells Farm, Fleet and Bartley Wood, Hook. In planning terms there are no reason why
these sorts of sites should not come forward for residential development (albeit that loss of
employment land is an issue for current Hart Local Plan policy). Indeed, planning permission
is not currently required to convert these empty premises into residential use (the
Government has introduced temporary permitted development rights to convert from office
to residential but these rights expire in April 2016 by which time all such developments must
be complete) and most are exempt from affordable housing and other infrastructure
requirements to assist in terms of viability.

4.3

The vacant building credit (VBC) (Revised planning practice guidance issued in November
2014 also says where a vacant building is brought back into any lawful use or demolished for
replacement, the developer should be offered a financial credit equivalent to the existing
gross floorspace of "relevant" vacant buildings in the local authority’s calculation of any
affordable housing contribution to be sought. The revised guidance also specifically requires
the VBC to be applied in calculating total affordable housing in adopted local plans.
Interpreted strictly, the new guidance would only require affordable housing obligations to
apply to any increase in floorspace).

4.4

There are however, other sites that lie within the countryside such as Bramshill
House or Minley Manor where the constraints imposed by sustainability criteria and
more importantly strict heritage and environmental limitations mean that large scale
housing development may not necessarily be acceptable.
9
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4.5

In principle therefore, it is not the planning system nor the Council that is preventing their
redevelopment, conversion or reuse. It is solely a developer/market issue.

4.6

Local commercial agent advice is that it is often the funding institutes that are the
impediments to redevelopment/reuse. This is because for accountancy purposes premises
often have an investment “book” value. To change that status is often seen by an unwilling
investment company as an unnecessary risk which could destabilise other financial interests.
Some owners also often see their commercial premises as sources of revenue and do not
wish to seek a capital return. Conversations with local commercial agents have confirmed
that this is often the case even through many owners are in no doubt about a potential for
residential use option.

4.7

4.8

4.9

Funding Institution Implications

Understanding the construction sector
The construction sector is overly reliant on profit driven, large-scale house builders
looking to maximise value from each new home sold and to capitalize on cost
efficiencies to boost profitability. The inevitable result is that the land which is the
cheapest to purchase and the most efficient to develop will be targeted. This is often
contentious green space at the edge of urban areas, the development of which is
unpopular amongst local communities.
However, viability is another key obstacle that prevents brownfield development. To
carry out construction, developers require profit levels of between 15-25% while they
also need to factor into appraisals a realistic price that will incentivise landowners to
part with land. Due to the high expense of the development process and landowners
often unrealistic perceptions about how much a developer can pay to secure their
land, brownfield sites are often perceived as unviable.
Physical issues increase development costs
Brownfield land often has significant physical issues that increase site preparation
costs. While contamination is often cited as a key issue, developers can also face
abnormal costs such as the removal of underground obstacles, the demolition of
existing buildings and the irregular shape of many plots of land also hinders
development. These abnormal costs can severely impact upon the viability of
development schemes.

Physical unsuitability buildings for conversions
4.10 One of the biggest impediments in Hart to the take up of office conversion is the
suitability of the buildings themselves. Many are simply not designed to be converted
or are in the wrong place to meet the needs of the market.
4.11 Business Parks have little infrastructure to meet the needs of residents. Steele frame
construction rules out many types of mortgage, building depths are too great to allow
sensible conversions, flats on business parks don't necessarily generate sufficient value
to make conversions viable, and family housing is generally ruled out given such a
surrounding context.
4.12

Overall such developments are unlikely to generate sufficient value to fund additional
infrastructure without the development becoming unviable but moreover, the
10
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Council could not demonstrate that it was providing sufficient housing of the right
type, in the right place, and at the right time to meet housing needs as reflected in the
SHMA. There is also the whole question of how one delivers affordable housing to
meet those most in need of housing albeit that some housing associations do look at
office to residential conversions but few pursue them?

5

5.1

5.2

5.3

5

What is the Council doing to maximise the contribution that
brownfield land can make to meeting Local Plan housing targets
Being Realistic
The Council is being realistic. The Local Plan must be sound and based upon realistic
evidence – it cannot work on the basis of inflated expectations on what is actually
deliverable. The criteria set out earlier in this paper should be used to justify and
potential expectation of delivery through the Local Plan.
Working with Commercial Agents
Active engagement has occurred with local commercial agents to encourage them to
inform their clients that residential conversion or redevelopment is a realistic option.
This action has undoubtedly increased interest in the potential availability of
residential conversion. In this regard it is the Council can reasonably increase
potential Local Plan delivery from brownfield sites to over 1,800 dwellings which at
this stage can be readily quantified.
Working to Establish Viability

The current permitted development rights to convert offices to residential expire in April
2016 by which time all works must be substantially complete. Thereafter, unless extended by
the Government, there will be no permitted development right regime. Planning permission
will therefore be required. This then triggers the potential requirement for S106 developer
contributions. There is absolutely no doubt that if the Council were to purse the S106
developer contribution route in the way that it has done in the past then most future
conversion opportunities will become unviable or unattractive. This is reflected in the work
(attached as Appendix 1) prepared for the Council by Stonegate Homes 5. If the Council is
truly seeking to maximise its delivery of office conversions to residential it will (with the
exception of SANG) have to compromise on the issue of S106 contributions to ensure that
such redevelopment sites remain viable. Viability should therefore, be assessed on a case by
case basis but with the Council recognising that if there is any question over viability, the
principle should be that the developer gets the benefit of the doubt. Any other position
would discourage developers investing time in exploring such opportunities and the current
potential supply would quickly dry up.

Stonegate Homes have bought and developed office to residential schemes throughout Surrey, Sussex and
Hampshire and therefore have in depth knowledge of the development potential of such schemes.
11
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2015
Viability of office to residential conversions to meet Hart DC Housing supply

Donncha Murphy
Stonegate Homes Ltd
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Brief
Stonegate Homes has been asked to assess the viability of meeting the Councils housing
need through the conversion of disused office space into residential via the Prior Approval
process (please see appendix 1 for a summary what the prior approval process entails).
Founded on a wealth of planning experience, Stonegate Homes are a diverse property
investment and development company based in Surrey. We have bought and developed
office to residential schemes throughout Surrey, Sussex and Hampshire and therefore we
have in depth knowledge of the development potential of such schemes.
In preparing this document we have discussed the viability of the schemes with local
commercial and residential agents based in Fleet who have an in depth knowledge of the
current office to residential market.
We have also discussed the market demand for such conversions with auctioneers Allsops
who have been involved in the sale of such properties for the past 24 months.
Introduction
Hart District has a population of approximately 92,200 people and is a predominately rural
district within North Hampshire although around half the population live within the two largest
towns - Fleet (population circa 32,000) and Yateley (population circa 21,000).

-

Yateley lake – one of the many attractions of the area

In 2014 Hart District was named as the most desirable place to live in the UK for the 4th year
in a row. Hart, which is centred on the town of Fleet, boasts vast open spaces of heathland
and woodland, as well as the county's largest freshwater lake which all serve to make the
area an attractive location in which to live in. However, Hart residents pay a premium to live
here as the average house price is nearly seven-and-a-half times the typical local annual
income. Therefore additional housing is required to meet the local need and quickly.
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According to the Objectively Assessed Housing Need (OAHN) Hart needs to provide
approximately 370 houses per annum up to the period to 2023. This equates to
approximately 3000 dwellings in this period.
In this document we will outline the future housing requirements for the district and the
potential solutions for solving the area’s housing issues.
Demographics
According to the recent Strategic Housing Market Assessment produced for the District, the
strongest growth in population over the last decade has been amongst the older age groups.
The older population (those aged 65+) make up around 15% of the population as a whole.
There has also been a significant increase in the number of people in advanced old age
(85+) in the housing market area, compared to the growth in the proportion of people in this
age group in the South East and
England.
The area has also experienced a
decline in the younger working age
groups (aged 25-29 and 30-44).
This is in stark contrast to the
growth in the younger group in the
South East and England as a
whole.
This indicates there is significant
potential for demographic change in
the next 30 years with a severe
unbalance in favour of the over
65’s. This could have serious
consequences for the area unless
this issue is addressed. A balance
across all age groups needs to be
achieved in order to create a viable
community.
From this evidence it would appear
that the high house prices and lack
of suitable accommodation for first
time buyers is forcing young local
people to look elsewhere for
suitable accommodation

Current housing stock
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At present, the majority of homes in the market area have three or more bedrooms with the
proportion of smaller (one and two bedroom) properties in Hart currently at 26%. In Hart,
over the last 10 years, 76% of new dwellings have been houses.
In the market sector in Hart, the largest proportion of completions has been three bedroom
houses, followed by 4 bedroom houses and then equal proportions of two and five bed
homes. In the affordable sector, the largest proportion of completions have been two
bedroom flats, followed by one bedroom flats and two bedroom houses.

Housing need
The Strategic Housing Market Assessment for the Districts of Hart, Rushmoor and Surrey
Heath which was published in December 2014 has outlined the housing requirements for the
District and the challenges facing Hart in the coming years.
The assessment outlined that approximately 370 units will be required per annum to meet
the Districts housing needs up to 2023 with 35% to 40% of these units being affordable. This
equates to approximately 3000 dwellings being required in this period.
Mix of Housing Required
The Strategic Housing Market Assessment for the District estimates of the size of market
homes required from now to 2031 based on demographic trends indicate that the majority
requirement is for two and three bedroom homes.
In terms of the sizes of affordable housing implied by demographic trends, around threequarters of the requirement is for homes with one or two bedrooms with around a quarter of
the requirement being for larger homes with three or more bedrooms.
It is also noted that the strongest growth in population over the last decade has been
amongst the older age groups. Therefore some additional retirement properties in
sustainable locations are likely to be required.
The area has experienced a decline in the younger working age groups (aged 25-29 and 3044). This is in contrast to the growth in the younger group in the South East and England as
a whole. Therefore more suitable units for first time buyers are needed to encourage young
people to stay in the area and indeed encourage younger people to move to the area.
Are office to residential conversions the solution?
As you travel throughout the district it is evident from the number of advertisement boards
present that there is an obvious surplus of office space within the district. Contrary to claims
made by certain commentators, Prior Approval has not resulted in the loss of viable office
buildings. Had they been viable as offices they would not be open to conversion. There is no
doubt that the UK’s working habits have changed irreversibly over the years and a great
many of the offices developed in the 1970-90’s are no longer fit for purpose.
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The removal of redundant
offices from the market creates
the opportunity to renew the
nation’s office stock with the
development of new office
buildings better suited to
modern technology and
wo rking practices. This
development is good for
business and good for the
economy
Benefits of the office to residential conversions
The key to solving the housing shortage and reducing the speed with which house prices rise
is to increase the supply of new homes. The traditional planning route has become extremely
restrictive and needs a massive overhaul. Since its introduction two years ago Prior Approval
has enabled the creation of an estimated 15-20,000 residential units. This would have been
unachievable in the same period via the traditional planning route.

- Disused office blocks can easily be converted to apartments with good design

The introduction of Prior Approval for the conversion of offices to residential was a very
significant step in the right direction towards addressing the UK’s housing shortage. The
benefits of the process include:
•
•
•
•

56 day deadlines for determination of applications means that there none of the
delays associated with the traditional planning route;
developing brownfield sites and preventing unnecessary encroachment of
development into green fields;
reducing the surplus of vacant obsolete office space developed over the last thirty
years;
the infrastructure is already in place to serve the offices, thus making the transition to
residential relatively easy;
16
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•
•

•

offices are generally located within sustainable locations with good public transport
links, thus readily suitable for residential use;
Many of these office buildings are physically ideal for conversion to residential use
with much stronger foundations and supporting structures than would normally be
required;
Attractive to developers as there are no affordable housing or infrastructure
contributions associated with the conversions.

The conversions also act as a valuable tool for economic growth and potentially the
development of more modern office space suitable for today’s working standards. The
conversions are a sensible use of suitable buildings which make most use of unwanted office
space by providing much needed housing in sustainable locations.
How the office to residential conversions relate to the Hart districts housing needs
From assessing the evidence contained with the Council’s Strategic Housing Market
Assessment it is considered that new housing in the district needs to focus on three distinct
groups. The office conversions would work favourably to addressing the housing shortage in
all of these areas:
First time buyers
In the past 10 years Hart has experienced a
decline in the younger working age groups
(aged 25-29 and 30-44). This needs to be
addressed. These office buildings are
typically best converted into one and two
bedroom flats, providing ideal homes for first
time buyers, the same constituency at which
the Governments new “Help to Buy” scheme
is aimed.

Retirement properties
Hart experienced a significant increase in
population over the last decade amongst
the older age groups. The older population
(those aged 65+) make up around 15% of
the population as a whole, which exceeds
the national standards.
The one and two bedroom conversions are
perfectly suited to accommodate retirement
properties for the high numbers of the
elderly population in the area.
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Affordable housing

It is incorrect to suggest that Prior Approval prohibits the creation of
affordable homes as many housing associations are buying up
such buildings for affordable homes.
As a company we have received significant interest from local
housing associations in such schemes throughout Hampshire,
Sussex and Surrey.
From the Strategic Housing Market Assessment figures it is
considered that 1,200 new affordable units will to be provided up to
2023 with 900 of these needing to be in the form of 1/2 bed units.
The office conversions are perfectly suited to meet these requirements.
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Can the offices to residential conversions meet the districts housing targets?
In the immediate future, the answer is yes. To illustrate the potential of the conversions we
have provided two case studies at appendices 2 and 3.
The current development potential at Ancell’s Business Park (appendix 2) illustrates that the
area has the potential for providing up to 370 units. This number can be achieved from
developing only 7 of the 23 office sites within the business park. 300 units can be provided
simply through conversions with an additional 70 units through extensions. This small area
alone has the potential to meet the entire districts housing needs for 1 year.
There are other office blocks in the area which are under used and according to the local
commercial agents more sites will become available in the future thus unlocking further
development potential.
The second case study at Greenwell, Bartley Way Business Park, Hook (Appendix 3)
illustrates the significant potential of just one office site which has the potential to provide up
to 200 residential units through conversion and new build and also provide additional retail/
commercial floor space.
Furthermore, in Fleet alone, at the time of writing, there are an additional 25 vacant offices
with a floor area of approximately 12,900 sqm. These offices have the potential to convert to
approximately 220 x 2 bedroom apartments.
Further research needs to carried out ascertain the full potential for the office to residential
conversion throughout the District, but in Fleet alone, there is currently provision for up to
600 units to be provided through the prior approval process.

- Derelict site in Fleet with significant development potential
In isolation it is unlikely that the office conversions would be able to meet the housing needs
for the long term. However, there are also several other brownfield sites in the area which
are capable of contributing significantly to the districts housing needs. The photo above
shows a prime site within Fleet town which could make a significant contribution if developed
correctly. This is one of a number of similar sites located throughout the district.
The Government has also introduced new permitted development rights for the conversion of
warehouses to residential. Therefore the office conversions, in conjunction with the abundant
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brownfield sites located throughout the district, and the potential warehouse conversions, are
a realistic option for addressing the Councils housing needs.
Main issues with the office to residential conversions
The main issue with the viability of the office to residential conversions relates to the
impending 30th May 2016 deadline by which time these conversions need to be completed.
However, it is anticipated that the Government will make an announcement shortly on
whether or not this will be extended until 2019.
Local Authorities have taken a different view on whether or not the conversions need to be
fully completed or substantially completed by the May 2016 deadline. Indeed Tunbridge
Wells Borough Council have taken the approach that the conversion only needs to have
commenced by the May 2016 deadline. Hart DC will have to take a view on this as this is the
main threat to the viability of the office conversions addressing the Districts housing needs.
Residential auctioneers Allsop’s have stated that whilst the market for the office blocks was
very attractive initially as the conversions do not require affordable housing or infrastructure
contributions, developers are now becoming more nervous as the completion date for such
schemes is now only 12 months away – 30th May 2016. Realistically, many of the schemes
recently permitted will struggle to complete by this deadline.
If the May 2016 deadline is not extended, the demand for such sites would fall considerably
as full planning applications after this date would require affordable thresholds of up to 40%
for any development over 15 units. The affordable provision, in conjunction with the large
mitigation payments required for the Special Protection Area, would make the process
economically unviable.
If the deadline is not extended, Councils such as Hart will be danger of being left with large
unusable office blocks which will fall into disrepair. Other options for residential development
will need to be looked at in this instance, such as building in the countryside.
The other constraints to the viability of the office conversions are the significant contributions
required in relation to the SANGS payments in order to mitigate the potential impact on the
nearby Thames Basin Heath Special Protection Area. This may be a deterrent to some
potential developers as the costs can be significant. However, it appears that developers are
happy to pay these costs at present but only as there are no additional costs in terms of
affordable housing or infrastructure.
The high parking requirements of the Council also restrict the numbers of additional units
which can be built within the office sites. Whilst not a major deterrent for developers, it does
restrict the final number of units achievable on any site.
Having regard to the above, provided that the May 2016 deadline is extended, it is
considered that the office to residential conversions are capable of making a significant
contribution to the housing requirements of the district for the next few years, but it is
acknowledged that additional brownfield land will be needed to supplement the housing
requirements in order to meet the demand housing up to 2031.
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The alternative?
The alternative is to development on green field sites and encroach into the countryside.

Developing in the countryside

v

redevelopment of redundant office space

We are aware of the ongoing discussions regarding a New Settlement in Winchfield. The
introduction of 5,000 new homes would deplete a large area of unspoilt countryside in the
area and destroy one of the key factors which make Hart such a sought after location to live
in.
The negatives for developing in the countryside include:
•
•
•
•

Once land has been converted to development, it is unlikely to ever be
converted back to Greenfield use;
Destruction of the natural habitat of some animal and plant species;
Loss of agricultural land results in loss of production and loss of
employment;
Reduction of or complete loss of amenity or recreation value.

Using Greenfield sites is not sustainable- there is too much pressure on the rural-urban
fringe and the use of Brownfield sites has to be a better option as the infrastructure already
exists in urban areas- in Greenfield sites new drainage, electricity, roads etc. would all have
to be produced. It seems ludicrous to encroach into the unspoilt countryside when there is a
viable alternative option available.
Therefore the upcoming decision of the Government on whether or not to extend the Prior
Approval deadline beyond May 2016 will have massive implications for the residents of Hart
and the surrounding area.
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Conclusion
The conversions of office to residential is an ideal way of addressing the districts housing
needs by replacing obsolete office blocks with modern apartments and preventing
unnecessary encroachment of development into green fields. The process is quick and there
none of the delays associated with the traditional planning route.
The infrastructure is already in place to serve the offices and the sites are generally located
within sustainable locations with good public transport links, thus making the transition to
residential relatively easy.
From a construction point of view, many of these office buildings are physically ideal for
conversion to residential use with much stronger foundations and supporting structures than
would normally be required.
From a housing need perspective, the proposed conversions are ideally suited to meeting
the requirements of first time buyers or providing affordable housing units. Alternatively the
buildings are easily converted into retirement flats for the aging population of the District.
In preparing this document we have discussed the viability of the schemes with local
commercial and residential agents who have in depth knowledge of the current office market
to residential market. It is clear that there is a demand for these units particularly from
younger couples, housing associations and indeed retirement home operators.
The alternative option of delivering housing requires developing a new village in the
countryside. This will take time and therefore it will do little to address the immediate housing
needs of the district. Moreover it will also result in loss of valuable habitats and countryside
which can never be reversed. Meanwhile the office block and derelict brownfield sites will
remain.
Having regard to the above, it is considered that the redundant office space in the district is
capable of making a significant and viable contribution to Harts housing needs going forward.
This will need to be supported by the reuse and redevelopment of brownfield sites but the
information contained within this document outlines that the Districts housing needs can be
met without encroachment into the countryside.
It is considered that the only negative at present to the Prior Approval process and its viability
of providing housing to meet the needs of the district is the uncertainty over whether or not
the May 2016 deadline will be extended. Therefore the Government has a very important
decision to make.
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APPENDIX 1

PRIOR NOTIFICATION PROCESS
The Town and Country General Permitted Development Order is effectively a national
granting of planning permission which operates by giving deemed permission for certain
developments, without the operator having to make a full application to the Local Planning
Authority for planning permission.
Schedule 2 of the GPDO grants permission for classes of development described as
‘permitted development’.
On the 30th May 2013 the GPDO was amended and part 3 of the schedule now includes
Class J, which relates to the Change of Use to a use falling within Class C from a use falling
within Class B1(a).
Development permitted by the above Class is conditional on the applicant making a Prior
Approval application to the Local Authority. In determining the application, the Local Planning
Authority can only consider the highway, flooding and contamination issues in respect of the
Change of Use.
The Principle of development cannot be considered as the development is permitted by the
GPDO.
The Local Planning Authority has 56 days from the date of receipt to advise the applicant as
to whether Prior Approval is required, or whether the application for prior approval has been
granted or refused.
The Local Authority must publicise the application or consult interested parties giving 21 days
for comments.
If the change of use is likely to result in a material increase or a material change in the
character of traffic locally the Council will consult the highway authority for a view.
Similarly, where the prior approval application relates to areas at risk of flood or at risk of
contamination the Environment Agency and/ or the Environmental Health Department will be
consulted.
If Prior Approval is not required the applicant can proceed once it receives written notice to
this effect, or once the 56 day period has expired. If prior approval is required, the Local
Planning Authority has the ability to either approve or refuse the proposed change of use on
the basis of highway, flooding or contamination only.
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APPENDIX 2 - Case study 1: Ancells Business Park, Fleet.

Ancells Business Park is located approximately 3 km from Fleet town centre. The site is
located just over 1km from Fleet Railway Station. Fleet Railway station provides a direct train
service into London Waterloo, and this service provides a peak weekday average frequency
of every 15 minutes and takes 45 - 50 minutes. In the other direction, Fleet station provides a
direct train service to Basingstoke, with a peak weekday average frequency of every 20
minutes and takes 12 – 20 minutes.
The business park comprises 23 individual office blocks. At present 4 of these office blocks
are empty but many of the offices are only partially occupied and are for sale or to let.
At present permission has been granted for the conversion of Ancells House and Oakhouse
under the prior approval procedure which will provide a total of 59 apartments. There is also
a live application for the conversion of Pioneer House into an additional 33 apartments.
As per the above map there is a potential for an additional 210 units within the remaining
units which are currently for sale.
The figures provided relate to the conversion of the buildings only. Each of these properties
benefits from large car parking areas within which additional units could be provided. It is
estimated that an additional 70 units could be provided through extensions or new build.
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APPENDIX 3 – Case study 2: Greenwell, Bartley Way Business Park
Greenwell is prominently located in the centre of Bartley Wood Business Park offering up to
5,902 sqm of office space. There are a total 323 car spaces available within the 4 acre
landscaped grounds. Since the building was built there has been a significant decrease in
demand for office space in the area and indeed countrywide.

Bartley Wood Business Park is only a half mile from junction 5 of the M3. It’s within walking
distance of Hook station and the town centre retail and leisure facilities. London is within
easy reach with a journey time of under 1 hour. Thus the site is considered to be suitably
located for residential use.

There is a current application submitted to convert the existing building into 113 apartments.
There is also significant potential for many more units. The option above illustrates two new
blocks each with 2 bed units - up to 73 units are illustrated. In addition, there is the retail
area. We feel that there is great potential for a local retail centre here to serve the new
residential units and indeed the employees of the surrounding businesses. The introduction
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of a suitable retail element on site would help add vitality and character to the area whilst
creating a more sustainable form of development where car journeys are greatly reduced.
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CABINET
KEY DECISIONS/ WORK PROGRAMME AND EXECUTIVE DECISIONS MADE
September 2015
Cabinet is required to publish its Key Decisions and forward work programme to inform the public of issues on which it intends to make policy or
decisions. The Overview and Scrutiny Committee also notes the Programme, which is subject to regular revision.
Report Title

Economic Development Strategy

Ref
(Note 1)

Original
Due
Date

Revised
Due
Date

Key
Decision
Y?

Cabinet
Member
(Note 2)

Service
(Note 3)

Sept 15

KC

CX

Quarterly

Quarterly Budget Monitoring

Sept 15
Dec 15
Mar 16

KC

F

Brownfield Land

Aug 15

Report on Planning Principles

Sept 15

SP

CX

Local Plan next stages

Dec 14

For consideration of the outcomes of the
testing of the new settlement and other
options

Sept 15

Oct 15

SP

PP

Medium Term Financial Outlook

Annual

To consider the medium term financial
position

Sept 15

Oct 15

KC

F

Frogmore Leisure Centre

Dec 14

Detailed report on anticipated upgrade

Dec 15

KC

CX

Corporate Plan - Review and
Revision

July 14

Review of Implementation.
Revision for future implementation.
For consideration.

Dec 15

L

CX

Setting the Council Tax Base

Annual

Report

Jan 16

Y

KC

F

Fleet Car Park Charges and Pay on
Exit parking

May 15

Report from Task and Finish Group with
recommendations.

July 15

Y

MM

TS&EM

Procurement of a range of services
with other authorities

Mar 15

For approval – decision on the company
or organisation who will provide services

Jan 16

BB

CX

1

Jan 16
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For approval

Budget Monitoring

July 15

Outline/Reason for
Report/Comments

Report Title

Ref
(Note 1)

Outline/Reason for
Report/Comments

Original
Due
Date

Revised
Due
Date

Key
Decision
Y?

Cabinet
Member
(Note 2)

Service
(Note 3)

SF

TS&EM

such as Revenues and Benefits, IT, HR
and frontline reception as part of a 8 year
contract
NB An extra Cabinet meeting to consider this
item has been scheduled for 21 January
2016
Consideration of the extension or
reprocurement of the Waste
Collection Services

For approval – decision on whether to
seek to extend the existing contract or
reprocure.

Feb 16

Y

Treasury Management Strategy

Annual

Update

Feb 16

KC

F

2016/17 Revenue Budget, Capital
Programme and Council Tax
Proposals

Annual

Approval. Recommendation to Council.

Feb 16

KC

F

Service Plans

Annual

Service Plans 2016/17

April 16

BB

All

Revenue and Capital Outturn
2014/15

Annual

Report on outturn

July 16

KC

F

Treasury Management Outturn

Annual

Report on outturn

July 16

KC

F

Service Plans

Apr 15

Effective engagement with the LEP

TBC

BB

CCS

The Swan at North Warnborough

Aug 15

Consideration of next steps for approval

TBC

KC

CX

Notes:
1
Date added to Programme
2
Cabinet Members
L – Leader & Planning Policy
(SP)
KC
Economic Development
3
Service:
JCX Joint Chief Executive
CS
Community Safety
F
Finance
SLS
Shared Legal Services

HS
CCS
PP
MO

BB

Corporate Services

AC

Community Welbeing

SF

Environment

SG

Housing

JK

Regulatory Services

MM

Town Regeneration

Housing Services
Corporate & Customer Services
Planning Policy
Monitoring Officer
2

RS
L&EP
TS &EM

Regulatory Services
Leisure and Environmental Promotion
Technical Services and Environmental Maintenance

EXECUTIVE DECISIONS
05/08/15

Cllr Crampton

Release of S106 funding to Fleet Town Council of £36038 and £18767 towards the creation and
maintenance of a sensory trail in the Views Meadows

Not called in
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CABINET
Date and Time:

Thursday, 3 September 2015 at 7pm

Place:

Council Chamber, Civic Offices, Fleet

Present:
COUNCILLORS
Burchfield, Crampton, Crookes, Forster, Gorys, Kennett, Morris, Parker (Chairman)
In attendance: Councillors Axam, Cockarill, Neighbour, Oliver.
Officers:
Patricia Hughes
Daniel Hawes
Tony Higgins
36

Joint Chief Executive
Planning Policy Manager
Head of Finance

MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING
The Minutes of the meeting of 6 August 2015 were confirmed and signed as a
correct record.

37

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
No apologies

38

CHAIRMAN’S ANNOUNCEMENTS
None.

39

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
None declared.

40

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION (ITEMS PERTAINING TO THE AGENDA)
None.

41

LOCAL PLAN STEERING GROUP
The Minutes of the Local Plan Steering Group held on the 28th July 2015 were noted.

CAB.12
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2015-2016 BUDGET MONITORING – TO END OF JULY
Members were updated and advised on the position in relation to revenue and capital
as at the end of July 2015.
RESOLVED

43

1

To note without amendment the revised projections and reasons for the main
variations shown in Appendix A and Paragraph 4 below.

2

To note without amendment the current spending position on the Capital
Programme shown on the Appendix B.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
Members received an Action Plan for Economic Development which will become the
economic development priorities for the Council over the next three years.
RESOLVED
Members endorsed the Action Plan to become the economic development priority
for the Council over the next three years (2015-2018).

44

APPROACH TO ENCOURAGE BROWNFIELD DEVELOPMENT IN
ADVANCE OF THE ADOPTION OF A NEW HART DISTRICT LOCAL
PLAN
Members considered an approach for encouraging Brownfield Development in
advance of the adoption of a new Hart District Local Plan.
RECOMMENDATION to Council:
A.

The Portfolio Holder for Planning be delegated authority, in consultation with
respective local Ward Councillors, and informed by any discussions with
Parish Councils and interested stakeholders, to identify suitable “zones of
residential opportunity areas” on sites or areas where B1office uses are
experiencing high levels of, or long term, vacancy rates. This includes land
where planning permission has been granted for commercial development but
where the market shows little appetite to bring such development forward.

B.

Once identified as “zones of residential opportunity” planning applications for
residential use/redevelopment should be seen as being compliance with Policy
URB7 by virtue of the enhancement of residential availability.

C.

Saved Local Plan Policy RUR5 (Re-Use of Rural Buildings – Residential) is no
longer applied when determining planning applications because it is contrary
to the NPPF. If a planning application is deemed to be contrary to Policy
RUR5 then that on its own will not render the proposal as being contrary to
the development plan.
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D.

The Planning Application Checklist – local requirements be amended for office
to residential conversion to reduce the administrative burden on applicants to
submit supporting information to accompany any planning application and that
the main material considerations in assessing the merits of such applications
should concentrate on issues such as flooding, land contamination, car parking
and transport.

E.

Where only conversion to residential use is proposed the Council should take
a flexible approach to the issue of developer contributions. Within the SPA
5km zone of influence SANG mitigation and SAMM is however obligatory.
Affordable housing will be required or proportionately reduced where
necessary unless it has been demonstrated by independent assessment that it
would make such conversions unviable.

F.

Where redevelopment is proposed full planning application details will be
required. Applicants will also need to demonstrate that adequate
infrastructure (transport, leisure/open space, community, education) is in
place to meet the needs of the development but that development viability
remains a material consideration. SANG mitigation and SAMM will however
remain obligatory within the SPA 5km zone of influence. Affordable housing
should be required unless it has been demonstrated by independent
assessment that it would make such developments unviable.

THE DEVOLUTION PROSPECTUS FOR HAMPSHIRE AND THE ISLE
OF WIGHT
Members discussed the Prospectus for Devolution, recognising the good work that
have been undertaken to get the document this far.
Key positive opportunities identified were around localising business rates, skills
provision, rural exception sites and the opportunities to improve linkages between
primary health provision and social care.
Members understood that further detail would be provided in due course and it
would be the detail that would need further scrutiny. However, queries were raised
on the implementation of any infrastructure levy (page 30) and the impact of
universal credit on the aspirations for skill delivery by authorities.
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CABINET WORK PROGRAMME
The Cabinet Work Programme was considered and amended.

The meeting closed at 8.07 pm
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